Surgically proven complete response of stage III non-small cell lung cancer after cisplatin-enhanced radiotherapy. Clinical implications and long-term results.
Pathologic complete response in locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer is the main end point of combined therapies (chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy). Surgery after an induction treatment can improve local control, allowing the histologic assessment of treatment activity by means of resection or extensive biopsies. Thirty patients surgically assessed without viable tumor after concurrent radiotherapy and continuous infusion of low-dose cisplatin, owing to an initially unresectable stage III non-small-cell lung cancer, were the object of evaluation to assess clinical implications, short- and long-term surgical results. The specificity rate of the preoperative restaging was 36.6%. The surgical procedures consisted of 22 resections and of extensive biopsies in 8 cases. The operative mortality was 4% (1/25) for procedures other than right pneumonectomy (3/5). No patient received postoperative chemotherapy. Eleven distant progressions, 4 local recurrences, and 4 new primary tumors were assessed as initial failures. The 8-year overall survival was 36%. Pathologic complete response after cisplatin-enhanced radiotherapy cannot be satisfactorily assessed by clinical means. Surgery is required to obtain a reliable evaluation; however, right pneumonectomy should be contraindicated because of prohibitive risk. Although an effective local treatment can cure patients with advanced stage III disease, the addition of chemotherapy seems advisable to improve tumor relapse control.